Let K be any finite unramified extension of Qp. We explicitly construct analytic families ofétale (ϕ, ΓK )-modules which correspond to all the positive crystalline characters and some families of two-dimensional crystalline Galois representations of GK = Gal(Qp/K). As an application we compute semisimplified modp reductions for some of these families.
Introduction
Let f be aQ p -valued newform of weight k ≥ 2 over Γ 1 (N ), where N is any integer ≥ 1, with character χ. Deligne constructed continuous irreducible two-dimensional representations ρ f,p : G Q −→ GL 2 (Q p ) with the following properties:
• det ρ f,p = ε k−1 χ, where ε is the p-adic cyclotomic character
• The restriction of ρ f,p on G Q l is unramified for any prime l ∤ pN
• For any prime l not dividing pN the characteristic polynomial of an arithmetic Frobenius at l is X 2 − a l X + l k−1 χ(l), where T l (f ) = a l f
• The restriction of ρ f,p on G Qp is potentially semistable.
When p ∤ N the local representation V f,ap defined by the restriction of ρ f,p to G Qp is crystalline of Hodge-Tate weights 0, k − 1. If (D, ϕ) is the weakly admissile filtered ϕ-module associated to V f,ap , the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius endomorphism ϕ is also X 2 − a p X + p k−1 χ(p). There is a unique (up to isomorphism) choice for the filtration of (D, ϕ) and the isomorphism class of the crystalline representation V f,ap is completely determined by the characteristic polynomial of ϕ. The semisimplified mod p reduction of V f,ap is in many cases known thanks to work of Breuil [9] , Berger, Li and Zhu [5] and Breuil-Berger [4] , who extended previous results of Deligne, Fontaine and Serre and Edixhoven (see e.g. [8] , §8).
In the Hilbert modular newform case there is an analogous (but completely different in proof) construction due to the accumulation of work of several people and completed by Taylor (see [28] ) which states the following: Let L is be totally real field of degree d. Let O be its ring of integers, S L the set of embeddings of L into the reals and w = (w 1 , ..., w d ) ∈ Z SL ≥2 a vector whose coordinates have all the same parity and n be a nonzero ideal of O. The space S w (U 1 (n)) of Hilbert modular newforms of level n and weight w is a finite dimensional complex vector space endowed with an action of the commuting Hecke operators T m indexed by the nonzero ideals m of O. Fix embeddingsQ −→ C andQ −→Q p . If 0 = f ∈ S w (U 1 (n)) is an eigenform for all the Hecke operators, there exists an irreducible p-adic Galois representations ρ f : G L −→ GL 2 (Q p ) such that if λ is a prime ideal of O not dividing pn, ρ f is unramified at λ and the eigenvalue of T λ on f is T r(F rob λ ) (geometric Frobenius, see e.g. [25] ). Suppose that p is a rational prime unramified in L and let p be a prime in O above p. The restriction of ρ f to the decomposition subgroup G Lp , ρ f,Lp : G Lp −→ GL 2 (Q p ) is potentially semistable. If p is prime to n and p > w = max{w 1 , ..., w d }, then ρ f,Lp is crystalline with Hodge-Tate weights between 0 and w − 1 (see [7] ). The field of definition of the representation ρ f,Lp is a finite extension E of Q p and the representation is similar to a representation defined over some G Lp -stable O E -lattice T of E 2 . After fixing an embedding of the residue field k E of O E inF p , the semisimplification of the reduction modulo the lattice T gives rise to a representation ρ f,Lp : G Lp −→ GL 2 (F p ) which by Brauer-Nesbitt is independent of T . When detρ f,Lp is fixed, the isomorphism class ofρ f,Lp is completely determined by (ρ f,Lp ) |IL p .
A continuous representation ρ : G L −→ GL 2 (F p ) is called modular if ρ ∼ρ f for some Hilbert modular newform f. Conjecturally every irreducible totally odd continuous Galois representation ρ : G L −→ GL 2 (F p ) is modular (see [11] ). When L = Q this is Serre's conjecture, now a theorem of Khare and Wintenberger.
The local at p representations arising fromQ p -valued classical newforms are potentially semistable and the corresponding filtered (ϕ, N, G, E)-modules (see [27] §2) are known at least in the cases where p does not divide or exactly divides the level of the newform ( [8] , §3.4). When classifying crystalline two-dimensional representations of G Lp there is a dichotomy between the L p = Q p and the L p = Q p cases. In the first case the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius is enough to determine the isomorphism class of the corresponding representation, but it completely fails to do so in the latter case. For a classification of two-dimensional potentially semistable representations see [19] . Understanding the filtered (ϕ, N, G, E)-structure of the potentially semistable representations attached to Hilbert modular forms is an interesting open problem.
The main objective of this paper is to compute semisimplified mod p reductions of some families of two-dimensional crystalline Galois representations of G K = Gal(Q p /K), where K is any finite unramified extension of Q p . This is mostly attained by constructing analytic families ofétale (ϕ, Γ)-modules which correspond to such families via Fontaine's functor (see section 1.4.1).
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper p will be a fixed prime number, K a finite unramified extension of Q p and E a finite, large enough, extension of K with maximal ideal m E and residue field k E . We denote f the degree of K over Q p and σ the absolute Frobenius of K. We fix once and for all embeddings K ε ֒→ E ֒→Q p and we let τ j = ε • σ j for all j = 0, 1, ..., f − 1. We fix the f -tuple of embeddings (τ 0 , τ 1 , ..., τ f −1 ). The map ξ : E ⊗ K → τ :K֒→E E with ξ(x ⊗ y) = (xτ (y)) τ and the embeddings ordered as above is a ring isomorphism. The ring automorphism 1 E ⊗σ : E ⊗K → E ⊗K transforms via ξ to the automorphism ϕ :
E with ϕ(x 0 , x 1 , ..., x f −1 ) = (x 1 , ..., x f −1 , x 0 ). We denote e j = (0, ..., 1, ..., 0) the idempotent of τ :K֒→E E where the 1 occurs in the τ j -th coordinate, for each j ∈ {0, 1, ..., f − 1}. Let ρ : G K → GL E (V ) be a continuous E-linear representation of G K = Gal(Q p /K). Recall ( [10] , §3) that D cris (V ) = (B cris ⊗ Qp V ) GK , where B cris is the ring constructed by Fontaine in [20] , is a filtered ϕ-module over K with E-coefficients and V is crystalline if and only if D cris (V ) is free over E ⊗ K of rank dim E V. Throughout this paper we assume that V is crystalline. One can easily prove (or see [17] appendix B) that V is crystalline as an Elinear representation of G K if and only if it is crystalline as a Q p -linear representation of G K . We may therefore extend E whenever appropriate without affecting crystallinity. By a variant of the fundamental theorem of Colmez and Fontaine ([16] , Théorème A) which allows coefficients, the functor V → D cris (V ) is an equivalence of categories from the category of crystalline E-linear representations of G K to the category of weakly admissible filtered ϕ-modules over E ⊗K. A filtered ϕ-module D over E⊗K may be viewed as a module over , where each such multiset W i contains n integers, the opposites of the jumps of the filtration of D i . The labeled Hodge-Tate weights will always be labeled with respect to the f -tuple of embeddings fixed in the introduction.
f has the corresponding property. From now on we restrict attention to rank two filtered ϕ-modules with labeled Hodge-Tate weights ({0, −k 0 }, {0, −k 1 },..., {0, −k f −1 }), with k i non negative integers. When the labeled Hodge-Tate weights are arbitrary we can always shift them into this range after twisting by some appropriate rank one weakly admissible filtered ϕ-module (see proposition 8). The Hodge-Tate weights of a crystalline representation V are the opposites of the jumps of the filtration of D cris (V ). If they are all non positive the crystalline representation is called positive.
Notation
Unless otherwise stated k 0 , k 1 , ..., k f −1 will be non negative integers which we call weights. Assume that after ordering them and omitting possibly repeated weights we get w 0 < w 1 < ... < w t−1 , where w 0 is the smallest weight, w 1 the second smallest weight,...,w t−1 is the largest weight and 1 ≤ t ≤ f.
We define w −1 = 0.Notice that
x i ) (where v p is the normalized p-adic valuation ofQ p ). We denote J x the set {i ∈ I 0 : x i = 0}. If l is an integer, we write l = (l, l, ..., l) and
with ϕ acting on each entry of A. We fix this notation throughout the paper, unless otherwise stated.
The rank two weakly admissible filtered ϕ-modules.
The main technical ingredient of this paper is the construction of families ofétale (ϕ, Γ K )-modules which correspond to positive two-dimensional crystalline E-linear representations of G K . We describe these families in terms of their corresponding by the Colmez-Fontaine theorem weakly admissible filtered ϕ-modules. The characteristic polynomial of a crystalline E-linear representation of G K is the characteristic polynomial of the τ :K֒→E E-linear map ϕ f , where (D, ϕ) is the weakly admissible filtered ϕ-module corresponding to it by the Colmez-Fontaine theorem. In the next proposition we list the rank two F -semi-simple, nonscalar filtered ϕ-modules over τ :K֒→E E with labeled Hodge-Tate weights ({0, −k 0 }, ..., {0, −k f −1 }), give a criterion for weak admissibility and determine the types of the corresponding two-dimensional crystalline representations. 
The filtration for the same base has the form 
for some vectors x, y ∈ τ :K֒→E E with (x i , y i ) = (0, 0) for all i ∈ I 0 . The Frobenius-fixed submod- Throughout the paper we assume that every filtered ϕ-module is F -semi-simple and nonscalar even if it is not explicitly mentioned. For notational reasons we skip mentioning the simple conditions that guarantee this, however, it is everywhere assumed.
D is weakly admissible if and only
For the proof of proposition 1 and the isomorphism classes of rank two semi-simple filtered ϕ-modules see [19] . Having described the shape of the rank two weakly admissible filtered ϕ-modules, we are now able to state the main results of the paper.
Main results
We consider the following four types of matrices P i (X i ), where the X i are polynomial variables and the m = ⌊ k−1 p−1 ⌋, with k = max{k 0 , k 1 , ..., k f −1 } :
We consider the families of matrices of GL 2 (
f with i j being the type of the matrix P j (X j ) for all j ∈ I 0 . i is allowed to be any vector in {1, 2, 3, 4}
f . However when [K : Q p ] is even we always distinguish the cases with vectors ι such that (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ C 1 := {(1, 2), (1, 3), (4, 2), (4, 3)} for all j ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., f − 1} or (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ C 2 := {(2, 1), (3, 1) , (2, 4) , (3, 4) } for all j ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., f − 1} 2 . We do so because, in this case, the corresponding families of crystalline representations are always reducible. For simplicity we assume that the integers k i are not all 3 equal. We consider the filtered ϕ-modules D ι w, α = (
and filtrations 
The filtered ϕ-modules D 
In Corollary 35 we give an explicit description of the semisimplified modp reductions of the representations V ι w, 0 restricted to the inertia subgroup I K when the degree of K over Q p is even and in 2 The filtered ϕ-modules with (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ C 2 for all j ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., f − 1} can be obtained by those with (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ C 1 for all j ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., f − 1} after base-changing by the matrix Q f = Q × Q × ... × Q, where Q is the 2 × 2 matrix with entries 0 on the diagonal and 1 off the diagonal.
3 When the k i are all equal analogous results hold but are a bit more technical to state (see section 4.2 and theorem 36).
theorem 38 an explicit description when the degree of K over Q p is odd, subject to some divisibility condition. When the vector vectors ι is such that (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ C 1 := {(1, 2), (1, 3) , (4, 2) , (4, 3)} for all j ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., f − 1} or (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ C 2 := {(2, 1), (3, 1) , (2, 4) , (3, 4) } for all j ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., f − 1}, α is allowed to be any vector in O f E and the reductions of the corresponding (reducible) crystalline representations are computed in proposition 44. The semisimplified mod p reductions of any nonscalar F -semi-simple two-dimensional E-representations of G K are computed in corollary 42. Their restrictions on the inertia subgroup turn out to depend only on the filtrations with respect to any base in which the matrix of the Frobenius is diagonal.
In the special case where K = Q p and P (X) = 0 −1 p [4] ). When K = Q p 2 by comparing characteristic polynomials we see that e.g.
. However, when K = Q p the characteristic polynomial is not the only invariant of the isomorphism class of a two dimensional crystalline representation of G K . Even worse, there exist non isomorphic irreducible two-dimensional crystalline representations of G K with the same characteristic polynomial and the same filtration. For example, for f ≥ 2 let K = Q p f , α, δ ∈ E × with α f = δ f , ε ∈ E × be a primitive f -th root of unity (enlarge E if necessary) and k 0 , k 1 be positive integers. Assume that
Method of proof

1.4.1Étale (ϕ, Γ)-modules and Wach modules
Let K n = K(µ p n ) where µ p n is a primitive p n -th root of unity insideQ p and
where π K is a formal variable. A K is equipped with a Frobenius endomorphism ϕ which extends the absolute Frobenius of O K and is such that ϕ(π K ) = (1 + π K ) p − 1. It is also equipped with a commuting with the Frobenius Γ K -action which is O K -linear and is such that γ(π K ) = (1 + π K ) χ(γ) − 1 for all γ ∈ Γ K . For simplicity we write π instead of π K . The ring A K is local with maximal ideal (p), residue field E K = k K ((π)), where k K is the residue field of K, and fraction field 
, where A and B are rings constructed by Fontaine ( [21] ) with the properties that A K = A HK and
In this case the ϕ and Γ K -actions are E (respectively O E )-linear. There is a ring isomorphism ξ :
A natural question is to determine the types ofétale (ϕ, Γ)-modules which correspond to crystalline representations via Fontaine's functor. An answer is given by the following theorem of Berger who used previous work of Wach [29] , [30] and Colmez [12] .
is crystalline with Hodge-Tate weights in [−k, 0] for some non negative integer k if and only if there exists an E⊗
as filtered ϕ-modules over
The Γ K -action preserves N (T ) and is trivial on
Such objects are called Wach modules over 2 Construction of the positive crystalline characters of G K In this section we construct the rank one Wach modules over
] with labeled Hodge-
We define q 1 = q, q n = ϕ n−1 (q) and
Proof.
(1) This is clear since
. This can be checked easily. From this we deduce that
. Consider the rank one module N C, w = (
])e equipped with semilinear actions of ϕ and
actions of ϕ and γ should commute and a short computation shows that g 0 should satisfy the equation
. From this we see (since the actions of ϕ and
is a solution of the equation above, and g 0 ≡ 1 mod π by lemma 6. If
] is fixed by ϕ f and is ≡ 1 mod π hence equals 1.
Commutativity of ϕ with the Γ K -action implies that 
From the equations above and lemma 6 it is clear that the g i ≡ 1 mod π for all i.
])e be equipped with semilinear ϕ and Γ K -actions de-
as filtered ϕ-modules, where D C, w = ( τ :K֒→E E)e is the filtered ϕ-module with labeled Hodge-Tate
)e, and filtration 
Proof. (a) To prove that Γ K acts on N C, w suffices to prove that g
for all γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ Γ K and i ∈ I 0 . This follows immediately from the cocycle relations
The filtration of N C, w : When computing filtrations, we'll repeatedly use the fact that
there are no restrictions on x i and if j > k i , then this is equivalent to x i ≡ 0 mod π j−ki . Therefore
This implies that
For the filtration notice that
The isomorphism of filtered modules is obvious. 
and E-coefficients are of the form D w, α = ( 
Split-reducible representations
be vectors with coordinates such that {α i , β i } = {0, k i } for all i ∈ I 0 . We construct Wach modules with labeled Hodge-Tate weights ({−k 0 , 0}, {−k 1 , 0}, ..., {−k f −1 , 0}) whose Γ K -action can be explicitly written down . The corresponding crystalline representations turn out to be split-reducible. Let
, where 
where A i = α i+1 + α i+2 + ... + α f and B i = β i+1 + β i+2 + ... + β f for all i ∈ I 0 , with the conventions that α i = α j and β i = β j whenever i ≡ j mod f. We have proven that for the matrix Π defined as above and for each γ ∈ Γ K , there exists a unique diagonal matrix
We have the following
with semilinear ϕ and Γ Kactions defined by Π and G γ respectively. N is a two dimensional Wach module over
with labeled Hodge-Tate weights
be the filtered ϕ-module defined by the matrix
with filtrations as in proposition 1 with x = (x 0 , x 1 , ..., x f −1 ) and y = (y 0 , y 1 , Proof. The proof is similar to that of proposition 8. The details are left to the reader. Splitreducibility follows from proposition 1.
Families of Wach modules and crystalline representations
We extend the method used by Berger, Li and Zhu in [5] to the case of G K , where K is any finite unramified extension of Q p . In order to construct the Wach module of a positive crystalline representation we need to exhibit matrices Π and G γ such that Πϕ(G γ ) = G γ γ(Π) for all γ ∈ Γ K , with the additional properties imposed by theorem 4. When K = Q p , assuming that the valuation of some parameter is suitably large, it is trivial to write down such a matrix Π and the main difficulty is to construct the commuting with it Γ K -action. When K = Q p , finding a matrix Π which gives rise to a prescribed weakly admissible filtration seems to be at least as hard as constructing the Γ K -action. Assuming that such a matrix Π is available it is usually impossible to explicitly write down the matrices G γ , with the split-reducible case being an exception. Instead we prove that such matrices exist using a successive approximation argument.
The construction of the families of Wach modules
We extend the actions of ϕ and Γ K on
] by letting ϕ and Γ K act trivially on the variables X i , i ∈ I 0 = {0, 1, ..., f − 1}. We do so because we are going to evaluate the variables X i at elements of m E and ϕ and Γ K act trivially on E. We then extend the actions of ϕ and 
We use the convention that β i = β j and
Case 2. If f is odd, we define
For each γ ∈ Γ K the functions x γ i , y γ i defined above are the unique ≡ 1 mod π solution of the following system of equations: γγ 2 ),  ....................................................................................... 
The solution is obtained using lemma 7 and a not-so-short but straightforward computation which we skip. For the reason we are interested in these functions see the proof of proposition 16.
Proof. 
This is a ring with the obvious operations, stable under ϕ and Γ K . One easily checks that p q ∈ R and therefore qn p and p qn ∈ R for all n ≥ 1. We now prove the existence of the z i in case (3a). Since y
] for all γ ∈ Γ K , it suffices to prove the existence of a z i with the desired properties, such that z i −
that f is even and i is odd. Then y
and
Since the (
are contained in R and are ≡ 1 mod π, and since {β j , γ j } = {−1, C j q kj } for all j, after replacing C j q kj by C j ( 
] for all γ ∈ Γ K . This is proven arguing as in case (3a). The case (3c) is proven arguing as in case (3a). For the case (3d), we notice that y
) for all γ and proceed as in case (3b).
Definition 15
For i ∈ I 0 we define matrices
, where the X i are polynomial variables as follows:
for any z i having properties as in case (3a) of lemma 14 and any
and k i ≥ 0, 
for any z i having properties as in case (3d) of lemma 14 and any
Let l be as in lemma 14. In the next proposition we provide the first step of the inductive construction of the matrices G γ which will define the Γ K -action.
Proposition 16 For each
Proof. We write
with {β i , γ i } = {−1, C i q ki } and {α i , δ i } = {0, z i } or {0, ϕ(z i )}. We write G 
.., X f −1 ))) and inverses taken component-wise), where
).
We need to prove that
there is nothing to prove since
] for all γ ∈ Γ K which is obvious from the definition of z i since
we need to prove that
. By the proof of case (3d) in lemma 14 we have z i y
we proceed as in case (iii) using the facts that
The congruence G (l)
γ ≡ I d mod π follows from part (2) of lemma 14.
As usual k i are non negative integers, k = max{k 0 , k 1 ,..., k f −1 } and l ≥ k. The following lemma will be applied to the case where the matrices Π (i) are as in definition 15. It can most likely be applied to other cases as well, and yield more families of Wach modules, so we state and prove it in a more general form.
Lemma 17 Let
We denote P i = P i (X i ) the reduction of Π (i) mod π for all i and we assume that the matrices Π (i) are such that
and view it as an element of M 2 in a natural way. We assume that for each γ ∈ Γ K there exists a matrix G
)) and with inverses taken component-wise, (iii) There is no nonzero matrix
, where
contained in the image of the operator
Then for each γ ∈ Γ K , there exists a unique matrix
) satisfy the conclusions of the lemma and let
We easily see that H ∈ Id + πM 2 and HΠ( X) = Π( X)ϕ (H) . We'll
show that H = Id. We write
t ≥ 1 and Π( X) = Π 0 + πΠ 1 + ... and will show that H t = 0. HΠ( X) = Π( X)ϕ (H) implies that (H − Id)Π( X) = Π( X)ϕ(H − Id). We divide both sides of this equation by π t (using that ϕ(π) = qπ), and then reduce mod π. This gives 
We'll prove that for each s ≥ l + 1 there exist matrices
if and only if
and only if
and only if
H (s) − q (s−1) Π( X)ϕ H (s) γ(Π( X) −1 ) ≡ −R (s−1) mod πM 2 if
. We notice that
We consider the operator
is equivalent to the following system of equations:
, where Q i = P 1 ...P i for all i = 1, 2, ..., f, and Q f = Q. The matrices H i are uniquely determined by H 1 for all i = 2, ..., f − 1, f (with the usual conventions on indices i.e. P 0 = P f and X 0 = X f ), so it suffices to prove that the operator
its image. This is true by the assumption of the lemma. We define
G γ ( X) = lim s→∞ G (s) γ ( X).
Definition 18 We consider the following four types of matrices
where the X i are polynomial variables, the k i and m l non negative integers and the C i are units of O E . The matrices P i = Π (i) mod π for Π (i) as in in definition 15 belong to these four types. The type of Π (i) is defined to be the same as the type of P i . We define the sets (1, 4) , (2, 3) , (2, 4)}, and L 2 = {(3, 1), (4, 1), (3, 2), (4, 2)}. We write (P 1 , P 2 ) = (T i , T j ) if and only if P 1 is of type T i and P 2 of type T j . We retain this notation until the end of the paper.
We use the notation of lemma 17 and its proof and we are interested in the image of the operator H → H − QH(p f l Q −1 ) : M → M , where bar denotes reduction mod I. Proof. The statement in the cases where l ≥ k+1 or l = k and k = k i for some i follows immediately because det Q = Cp k1+k2+...+k f , where
Proposition 19 The operator
.. + k f and p ∈ I. Let E ij be the 2×2 matrix with 1 in the (i, j)-entry and 0 everywhere else. When l = k and k = k i for all i, then: (i) when f is odd we see by induction thatQ = Q mod I ∈ 0 , −Ē 12 , −Ē 21 . In this case the operator is either the identity, or . In any other caseQ =0 and the operator is the identity.
We avoid checking the horrendous condition (iv) of lemma 17 thanks to the following Lemma 20 For each s ≥ l + 1, the operator
is surjective with only possible exceptions the cases where f is even, l = k, k = k i for all i, s = l + 1 and either (i)
Continuing in the same fashion we get B =
,
(ii) If (l = k and) s = k + 1. We reduce modulo the ideal I defined before proposition 19. Let A be any element of
M containsĀ = A mod I in its image by proposition 19 and the assumptions of this lemma.
and for all i.
We now determine the matrices Π( X) for which condition (iii) of lemma 17 holds. We assume that the matrices Π (i) are as in definition 15 and we use the notation of lemma 17 throughout.
Lemma 21
If the matrix Q f = P 1 P 2 ...P f −1 P f (with P f = P 0 as usual) does not have eigenvalues which are a scalar multiple of each other, then the matrix N = N m ϕ (Π 0 ), where Then
Γ which implies that c 2 = 0 and
. Then Γ has two eigenvalues with quotient p f t . Then the matrix N i and its conjugate Q f = N 1 have eigenvalues with quotient p f t which contradicts the assumption of the lemma. Hence H = 0.
Proposition 22 Q f has eigenvalues which are a scalar multiple of each other if and only if f is even and either (P
This follows from the following series of lemmas:
Lemma 23 If P 1 , P 2 are matrices of type T i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and
has one of the following forms:
Proof. We just compute.
Lemma 24 Let
Proof. If i = 2, follows from the previous lemma. Assume i > 2 and the lemma holds for i − 2. Proof. Since the determinant of Q f is a scalar, the eigenvalues of Q f are a scalar multiple of each other if and only if T r(Q f ) is a scalar. Let
which is nonscalar since δ f −1 = 0. The cases when P f is of type 2, 3 or 4 are proven similarly.
Lemma 26
If f ≥ 2 is even and Q f has eigenvalues which are a scalar multiple of each other, then 
from which we see that P f −1 has to be of type 2 or 3,
is a scalar, Q f −2 has eigenvalues which are a scalar multiple of each other. The proof when P f is of type 2 is similar and the proof of (ii) is identical to the proof of (i). Proof. Of proposition 22. One direction follows from the previous lemma. The other direction follows from lemma 23.
Families of crystalline representations
f with coordinate i j the type of the matrix Π (j) for
The definition of the matrices Π (i) and P i = Π (i) mod π depends on the choice of the z i in lemma 14 and therefore on l. (I) When [K : Q p ] is even: We (for the time being) exclude those vectors ι with (recall the notations of section 1.3 and definition 18) (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ C 1 for all j ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., f −1} or (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ C 2 for all j ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., f −1}. These cases are considered separetely in proposition 44. If the integers k i are all equal and either (with the notation of section 1.3) (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ L 1 for all j ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., f − 1} or (i j , i j+1 ) ∈ L 2 for all j ∈ {1, 3, 5, ..., f − 1}, we define l = k + 1. In any other case we define
is odd i can be any vector in {1, 2, 3, 4}
f . We define l = k and we make no further assumptions. Recall that z i ≡ p m l mod π, where m l = ⌊ l p−1 ⌋. We have the following 
w, α be the filtered ϕ-modules defined in section 1.3.
Proposition 28 For any
Proof. Both the matrices G γ1γ2 ( X) and
They are equal by the uniqueness part of lemma 17. The second equation follows from conclusion (ii) of the same lemma. For any α ∈ m f E , we equip the module
with semilinear ϕ and Γ K -actions defined by (ϕ(η 1 ), ϕ(η 2 )) = (η 1 , η 2 )Π i ( α) and (γ(η 1 ), γ(η 2 )) = (η 1 , η 2 )G γ ( α), for any γ ∈ Γ K . By proposition 28, (γ 1 γ 2 )x = γ 1 (γ 2 x) and ϕ(γx) = γ(ϕ(x)) for all Proof. We need to prove that
Also,
, we see that
The cases where the matrix Π (i+1) is of type 2,3 or 4 are proven similarly. We now proceed to compute the filtration of
We fix some i ∈ I 0 and do the calculation in the case where
We repeatedly use the fact that q j | ϕ(x) if and only if
whereȳ i+1 = y i+1 mod π can be any element of O E . Since
we get
with e i x i = (0, ..., x i , ..., 0), e i y i = (0, ..., y i , ..., 0) and (x i , y i ) = (α i p m l , 1). Calculating for the other choices of Π (i+1) (α i+1 ), with the cases of type 1 or 3 being slightly different but as simple, we see that for all i ∈ I 0 ,
where m l is as in the beginning of the section. Arguing as in the proof of proposition 8, we get 
with x = (x 0 , x 1 , ..., x f −1 ) and y = (y 0 , y 1 , ..., y f −1 ) and (x i , y i ) as above. The isomorphism
is now obvious. We proceed to compute mod p reductions of some of these representations.
Reductions of crystalline representations
In parts of this section we follow closely [4] . By modp reduction we mean reduction modulo the maximal ideal m E of the ring of integers of the coefficient field E.
Crystalline characters modp
Let C ∈ O × E , and χ C, w , with w = (k 1 , k 2 ..., k f −1 , k 0 ), be the crystalline character corresponding to the Wach module N C, w = (
])e with ϕ action defined by ϕ(e) = (Cq k1 , q k2 , ..., q k f −1 , q k0 )e and the unique commuting with it Γ K -action defined in proposition 8. When C = 1 we simply write χ w . The crystalline character χ ei has labeled Hodge-Tate weights −e i+1 for all i (see proposition 8). By taking tensor products we see that
Arguing as in as in ([8] , examples 3.1.4 and 3.2.3) we see that χ C, 0 is the unramified character of G K which maps F rob K (geometric Frobenius) to f √ C. We compose the embeddings of K into E with the embedding E ֒→Q p that we fixed in the introduction and get the embeddings which we still call τ i of K inQ p . Denoteτ i : k K →F p the "modp" reduction of such an embedding τ i , where k K is the residue field of K. Let ω f,τi be the fundamental character of I K defined by composing the embeddingτ i with the homomorphism I K → k × K gotten from local class field theory (with uniformizers corresponding to geometric Frobenius elements). By Fontaine-Laffaile theory it is known that (χ ei ) |IK = ω −1 f,τi+1 for i = 0, 1, ..., f − 1, τ i as in section 1.1 (see [11] , lemma 3.8).
In this section we give a description of (χ ei ) |IK using the Wach module of χ ei . We first compute theF × p -valued charactersχ w of G K subject to the condition that 1 + p + p 2 + ..
Two-dimensional crystalline representations modp
We use the notation of section 1. 
and 
Letē be the ordered base of , γ 2 , β 3 , γ 4 , ..., β 2s−1 , γ 2s ), (γ 1 , β 2 , γ 3 , β 4 , ..., γ 2s−1 , β 2s )). The formulas of the previous corollary remain the same without semisimplifying. The isomorphism class of a two-dimensionalF p -linear semi-simple representation of G K of given determinant is completely determined by its restriction on I K . For the rest of the section we assume that the vectors ι ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} f are as in section 4.2. 
The [K : Q p ] odd case
Throughout this section ι will be any vector in {1, 2, 3, 4} f and α any vector in m f E . We retain the notation of the previous section for Π i ( 0), we denote as usual
We abuse notation and write β i = β i mod m E and γ i = γ i mod m E . Let x, y be vectors defining the filtration of D i w, α with respect to some baseη (with the notation of theorem 1).
are irreducible. 
Reducible two-dimensional crystalline representations modp
In this section we compute the semisimplified mod p reductions of all the reducible F -semi-simple, nonscalar two-dimensional crystalline representations of G K . The answer restricted on the inertia subgroup I K turns out to depend solely on the filtration of the corresponding filtered ϕ-module with respect to any base in which the matrix of the Frobenius is diagonal. Let (D, ϕ) be as in proposition 1 and assume that v p (N m ϕ ( α)) = where I r, y = I r ∩ J ′ y = {i ∈ I r : y i = 0} is a weakly admissible submodule of (D, ϕ) (see [19] § 2.5). Notice that the filtration above has at most f jumps. For each i ∈ I 0 let r = r(i) be the largest index in {0, 1, ..., t − 1} such that i ∈ I r . Notice that 
